The activities of the enterprises always involve some uncertainty, therefore there is always a risk that objectives may not be achieved. So, theoretical and practical aspects of business risks are always relevant. The goal of the research is to select the general indicator of the financial risk between the leverage coefficients of the enterprises and to create its' factorial model. The subject of research is the system of financial leverage ratios of the enterprise. Financial information on Georgian wine companies is used for the practical provision for research.
Introduction

Risks and Business
Generally, the risk is the probability that goals may not be achieved. 'Business is always at risk, as obtaining the expected results is not clearly known, they are not defined. Companies always have to work in the conditions of uncertainty because there always exists some probability that the goals of the company may not be achieved, and that that the process of achieving these goals is accompanied by the risk of failure. Therefore, the theoretical and practical research of ways of reducing risks and avoiding anticipated additional expenses is very important and at the same time rather problematic"(Izolda Chiladze. 2017) . The acuteness of the problem of the above mentioned is conditioned by the fact that it is difficult to determine and count the losses of the company caused by risk. The risk may not appear in the current year, but the financial results of the enterprise will be destructive in the next year and management will not meet them fully prepared. Management is responsible for implementation and monitoring of the risk management process and incorporating it into the day to day activities of the company (Yinka M. Salaudeen, Taibat A. Atoyebi, and Bamidele A. Oyegbile. 2018) . The reason for such events is that often the managers of the enterprises do not supervise risks because making risk evaluations are often impossible. But, it is possible to measure risks using probability and statistical methods. Consequentcorrect selection and assessment of the risk indicators of the enterprises and its factor analysis involve a laborious process. It should be noted that on the enterprise's economical results affect the external riks too, but they will not be considered here because it is separate research.
Classification of Business Risks
Many types of risks are known in economic literature. Classification of business risks is grouped according to the uniform signs. In our opinion, the risks of enterprises can be grouped as follows:
I. External risks:
a. Regardless of human activity -the risks of natural disasters; b.Depending on human actions -the risks of political, legislative and economic character at the national and international levels. c.Financial risks, related to risks of financing sources, changes in exchange rates, purchasing and selling of securities, liabilities, interest risks, etc. d.Managing risks, which is a probability that adequate decisions cannot be taken. Management always carries certain risks when making decisions. But then timely precaution and prompt response are necessary for the risk outcome to become positive.
Due to the fact that there is no business without risks, risk management and minimization of its expected costs are one of the urgent tasks of enterprise management. And the main way to effectively manage risks is their analysis. Enterprise risk analysis includes three interconnected components: risk assessment, factor analysis, and recommendations.
In modern economic theory and practice, leverage ratios are used to assess entrepreneurial risk. There is a difference between operating and financial leveraging coefficients. Leverage generally means the burden of dependence between the two opposite nature things. Operating leverage is related to the existence of permanent operating costs. Operating leverage is also a measure of the quality of the sensitivity of the company's operating profit towards the change of its revenue (sales).
Financial leverage indicates how much business depends on loans. Financial leverage, first of all, demonstrates how the company uses the obligation as a part of the funding strategy. All these lead to the relevance of research on the topics of in-depth analysis of financial leverage. The purpose of this article is to review financial leverage coefficients, selecting the most common indicator and creating its factor model.
Literature Review
Many researchers write about business risks and leverage different directions. Such as Pamela Peterson Drake and Frank J. Faborzzi (2012) review three types of credit risk: default risk, credit downgrade risk and credit spread risk. They write, that Default risk is the likelihood that the issuer of debt is not able to meet the promised obligations to pay interest and repay the obligation. Credit downgrade risk is the risk of an increase in default risk. We refer to this risk as downgrade risk because we often observe that the company`s credit rating is downgraded as default risk increases. The yield of a debt obligation will reflect the debt`s risk, but credit spread risk is the uncertainty that the difference between the yield on a debt instrument and the yield for a benchmark, such as a Treasury bond, will change (p.241-242). Charles H. Gibson (2013) has reviewed the financial leverage of different indicators (p. 272-273).
The interesting researchhaspresentedDilip K. Ghosh, Arun J. Prakashb,& Dipasri Ghosh (2010). They written: "a special case of this occlusion can be stated as follows: at constant returns to capital -debt and equity -and at constant distortion in the capital market, if debt alone increases (that is equity remains unchanged), relatively levered firm (in physical sense) expands and the less levered firm shrinks" (p. 468). Tomas R. Ittelson (2009) describes ways to minimize risk and uncertainty. James, C., Van Horne, John M. Wachowicz, Jr. (2008) have an operational, financial and, general leveraging ratios how affecting the value of the capital of the enterprise: "Operating leverage and financial leverage can be combined in a number of different ways to obtain the desired degree of total leverage and level of total firm risk. High business risk can be offset with low financial risk and vice versa. The proper overall level of firm risk involves a trade-off between total firm risk and expected return. This trade-off must be made in keeping with the objective of maximizing shareholder value. The discussion, so far, is meant to show how certain tools can be employed to provide information on the two types of leverage -operating and financial -and their combined effect. Subramanyam, K. R., and Joan J. Wild, (2009) are written, that they focus on capital structure and its implications for solvency. We analyze the importance of financial leverage and its effects on risk and return. Analytical adjustments are explained for tests of liquidity and solvency. We describe earnings-coverage measures and their interpretation. Financial leverage refers to the amount of debt financing in a company's capital structure. Companies with financial leverage are said to be trading on the equity. This indicates a company is using equity capital as a borrowing base in a desire to reap excess returns (pp: 544). Business risks are also discussed in his book Ivo Welch, and so on. Thus, many authors write about the coefficients of leverage, But they do not see factor models of financial leveraging.
Thus, as a result of the review of the relevant literature, we found out that the articles on the factor model of the Leverage coefficients are not published. I apologize to the authors whose work is not available to us. The Factor Model of the General Operating Leverage (FC/EBIT) has been developed by us (Izolda Chiladze. 2017. p. 80) . And, the purpose of this study is to model the factors of the financial leverage coefficient.
Financial Leverage Conceptual Analysis
Indicators of Business Financial Leverages
Financial risks are expected to arise as a result of financial deals and changes in foreign exchange rates, in the purchase and selling securities, during the credit risk, such as liabilities timely payment risk, investment risk of issuing dividends, interest expenses coverage risk. Financial leveraging examines the correlation between lending and the own capital of the enterprise with the change of profit. Optimization of financing sources structure for the purpose of profit maximization is called the concept of financial leverage.
Financial leverage is used for assessing financial risks. It is especially interesting for shareholders to know how much profit should be expected on every single share. Financial leverage depends on the choice of the enterprise's management, either to use loans to finance, or to issue preference shares or ordinary shares. When the company uses loans or issues preference shares, they always have financial leverage, because there is a constant accrued amount of funds raised, which is the cost of interest for the company. In addition, issued privileged shares are not really a loan, but have a guaranteed dividend and the company is obliged to pay dividends on privileged shares at an unchanged interest rate and only then the dividends will be distributed on ordinary shares. Thus, financial leverage is used to increase the profitability of ordinary shares. Leverage has a direct impact on the change in shareholder return. In regard to the above, there is a difference between favorable and unfavorable financial leverage. Favorable or positive financial leverage occurs when the enterprise uses the fixed-rate policy of liabilities of fixed financial expenses and privileged shares dividends in order to earn more than the fixed financial expenses (on rates and dividends) paid. Economists write that the rest of the profits obtained after covering fixed costs for the received fund belong to ordinary shareholders. Unfavorable or negative financial leverage occurs when the company fails to generate an amount equal to financing constant costs. Thus, the advantage of the financial leverage is determined by the income that it brings to one ordinary share. The following income (earnings) calculation rule is distributed for one ordinary share (EPS):
OP -operating profit (earnings before interest and tax)
P -interest expenses TP -tax profit
PSD -Privileged shares dividends N -The number of ordinary shares
But this indicator may not coincide with the "dividend on one ordinary share" because net profit should also be used to financially stimulate the development of the company and staff. In modern conditions of competition, it became necessary to introduce new technologies and innovative technologies in the field of production and services that require certain finances and should be covered by profits. Therefore, it is not enough to satisfy only the shareholders' financial interests. From the net profit of the company, reserves should be created for business development, risk, personnel, etc. In our opinion, one of the indicators of business sustainability today is the share of reserves created from profits in net profit. Based on the above, the first formula should be corrected as follows:
R -reserve created from profit.
Financial leveraging coefficients are divided into two groups: Capital leverage and interest leverage. In economic literature, the following coefficients of financial leverage (Fl) are known: Fl 1 = Assets/own capital (3) When this ratio is equal to one, then the entire assets are financed by their own capital and there is no financial risk. But if it is more than one, then the enterprise also has funding as a liability for which should be paid interest, and financial risk also exists. We believe that this formula requires perfection. For simplicity, suppose that own capital only includes own capital. If the company issued only ordinary shares, then there will be no fixed tax expenses in the form of dividends on privileged shares, as well as financial risks. But if privileged shares are also issued, then the obligation arises on issuing the dividends at an unchanged rate. Therefore, there will be a financial risk for holders of ordinary shares. For example, if the company's assets are 2 million GEL, which is financed by own capital, the financial leverage is equal to one and there is no risk. But if privileged shares in the amount of half a million GEL are issued within the share capital, then the shareholders of ordinary shares will be at risk for dividends, that is not shown in the formula of the financial leverage (3) presented above. Based on the above, the formula (3) should be corrected as follows:
Fl 1 = Assets/( own capital -privileged share capital)
Fl 2 = Liabilities/(own capital-privileged share capital) (5) Indeed, according to the formula, the financial leverage ratio will be more than one: 2 / (2-0,5) = 1,33
Fl 3 = operating profit/earnings before tax (6) Fl4 (Capital leverage) = Own capital + long term loans own capital−privileged share capital (7) Fl5 (total leverage) = Own capital + own turnover of funds + long term loans own capital + Long term loans
Financial leverage level = % change in net profit % change in operating profit
General leverage of interest = loan interest rate + dividend of privileged share operating profit (10)
Financial leverage level = % change in net profit income percentage change (11)
Comparative Analysis of the Leverage Indicators
First of all, it should be noted that in economics there is a need for an agreement that the risk assessment ratio must be higher than one. We share the concept that when the risk ratio is higher than one, so there is a risk. There is no risk up to one. This approach leads to an understanding of risk factors and their practical application. However, all the coefficients of leverage do not meet this requirement. The first table of data analysis shows that in the the first plant, although the financial leverage is equal to one and there is no risk for ordinary shareholders, because this enterprise does not use loans, but given the fact that privileged shareholders have a guaranteed dividend rate, there is a risk for ordinary shareholders in all enterprises. The same situation is in the rest of the enterprises. In the third enterprise, there is no net profit for the dividend on the ordinary shares at all. Therefore, if the enterprise has issued privileged shares, should be used the third, 6th and 8th ratios. Comparative analysis shows that from the financial leverage coefficients: the second, third and fourth -respond to the general requirement of the financial leverage index: they show the risks if the indicator exceeds one. And, the 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th coefficients above 0,5 are already dangerous. The same table shows that there is is no direct correlation between the operating leverage and financial leverage coefficients. There may be only one type of risk, other is not and the opposite. In addition, we note that financial risks are not only for shareholders. If the company is not profitable, shareholders will remain without dividends. As a rule, net profit is the difference between annual profits (i. e. -Earning before tax) and profit tax. Obviously, if the annual profit does not exist, the shareholders will not have any income. Therefore, management must first manage and control the risks of annual profits. The comparative analysis of the six financial leverage ratios presented in the same first table suggests that, of the financial leverage ratios, the overall leverage ratios of the own capital ratio reduced by assets and privileged share capital and the ratio of operating and annual profit and interest clearly indicate the presence of risks, when their value is more than one. In our opinion, the general indicator of the financial leverage should be chosen, which can be used for general evaluation of financial risk.
Due to the fact that the final financial result of the enterprise is profit and all the indicators influence it, as a general indicator of financial leverage, we recognize the operating profit and annual profit coefficient (OP/P). Net profit is not the final financial result of the company's work because profit tax does not depend on the quality of work and activity of enterprises.
Multifactor Model of Financial Leverage
It is known two approaches to building a factor model: Altman and Dupont. The Altman method -the line of factors is based on the sum of factors. Beta coefficients are calculated for each factor index based on the correlation between they (1968). DuPont method is represented by a multiple of factors line, which is based on the sequence of the formation of the factor-indicators used (1912). This method was first used by the company DuPont (1912) by the management of the 1920s. Therefore, it is called the Dupontian method. Using the concept of the DuPont Method, we have developed the following multi-factors model of financial leverage.
First, it is necessary to determine, which of them A/OwC and OP/P coefficients is an independent variable. Based on the substantiation of the causal relationship, we can be concluded that the ratio of assets and own capital characterizes risks arising from liabilities and, therefore, it affects on the operating profits and profit margins coefficients OP/P. So, this is a dependent indicator. As we have already mentioned, in our opinion OP/P is the most common result of the indicators of financial leverage. Therefore, we have created a five-factor model of this indicator. The factors-line must be based on the existing logical connection between indicators.
OP/P -the ratio of operating profit and annual profit (profit before tax) -In our opinion, it is a general index of financial leverage; OP/S -the ratio of operating profit and sale -Its growth indicates that the risk of sales increases, which increases the financial risks; S/PS -the ratio between sale and profit of sale -its growth indicates that increases risks in the use of manufacturing expenses; PS/A -the ratio of profit of sale and total assets -its growth indicates that increases risks of asset aging and insufficiency; A/C -the ratio of assets and own capital -its growth means that rising credit and interest risks; C/P -the ratio of OwC and profit before tax -its growth means that decreases the economic effect of own capital, thus the risks of paying dividends are rising. So, The higher the factor ratios, the financial risks will increase.
Empirical Value of the Factor Model of Financial Leverage
The method of absolute difference is used to measure the influence of factors based on the above-mentioned financial leveraging factor model. For the empirical testing of the model, we have used the financial information of Georgian wine company JSC, "Teliani Valley" for the period 2010-2017.
As of 2017 JSC, "Teliani Valley" assets involves 108 million GEL and has deposited approximately 535 million usual shares, with the nominal price of one -1 tetri (we consider such low price is not serious). While the last three years the Company has become unprofitability. Thus, the issues of profitability analysis of this company became very relevant. At present time "Teliani Valley" is a big company and it has five affiliates; produces a full spectrum of Georgian traditional wine, also products received by a mixture of Georgian and foreign wines as well. In the analytical company, negative financial leverage has been as of 2015. In this case, there is no risk, because the danger has become reality. Such negative financial results may be caused by external subjective factors.
The named company is unprofitable from 2015. Therefore, the indicators of 2013-2014 are taken for the purpose of showing the factor analysis method(see Table 3 ). In order to measure the impact of factors, the method of absolute variation of the Eliminator methodology is used. Thus, the financial risk of 2014 increased by 0.445 points or 36% compared to the previous year. The increase in the first factor by 0.0164 points has increased the financial risk by 0.0167 points and so on (Table 3) . from the five factors shown, second and third factors have reduced financial risks, which is a positive occurrence. And three factors increased it. In this case, the company's management should take special measures to increase the share of equity in the assets and refuse to receive loans. It is also important to monitor operational risks for use expenses more effectively.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Thus, financial risk management the governors of the enterprises is necessary for raising profitability and financial stability. The essence and indicators of financial leverage known in the literature were studied in the article. Among them, one of the general indicators was selected -operating profit ratio with annual profits (profit before tax). And its five-factor model was created. It can be used in all sectors of the economy, except for commercial banks. The results of the analysis of the experimental enterprise indicate that the management of the enterprise does not control financial risks at all, which is a serious deficit of management quality. Practical use of the financial leverage factor model presented in the study will help the enterprise managers to easily identify the causes of risks and take adequate measures to avoid financial instability in a timely manner.
